FREE RATION DISTRIBUTION DURING THE COVID-19
LOCKDOWN IN MUMBAI
A project executed by Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust and sponsored by Share and
Care Foundation, in which we have donated 1-months groceries to 150 families
in Prabhadevi area of Mumbai. These are all families of daily wage labourers
who depend on everyday income to earn their daily bread and butter. These
labourers usually include landless agricultural labourers, petty traders, tailors,
barbers, construction workers, rickshaw/auto/Ola/ Uber drivers and many
others. During the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown in Mumbai, many such
families of daily wage earners have suffered as they do not have the money or
resources to buy groceries to sustain their families.
Ratna Nidhi and Share and Care Foundation identified the average ration and
nutrition requirements of a family and provided them with those supplies to last
them a month. The supplies include:














Rice - 5kg
Atta (Wheat Flour)- 3kg
Sugar- 1 kg
Jaggery- 1/2kg
Toor Dal- 1kg
Chana Dal- 1kg
Red chilli powder and salt
Poha- 1kg
Rawa- 1kg
Tea leaves- 1/4kg
Kabuli Chana- 1/2kg
Masoor Dal- 1/2kg
2 bars of soap
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Sponsored by Share & Care Foundation, Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust procured
this ration for 150 families of daily wage earners based on the essential
requirements for an Indian household for one month. These were distributed in
flats, shanties and chawls in Prabhadevi area. The supplies were sorted into
piles and then packed into bags. The bags were loaded into a tempo and then
were delivered to the concerned area by the volunteers.
Following that, the volunteers went house to house, wearing masks and
protective gear to ensure their own safety, maintained social distance and
distributed the food grains to the families of these daily wage earners.
The families were extremely overjoyed and gratified at having been supported
in times of crisis.
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